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Why MoveSpring?



Founded in 2014, MoveSpring is a 
thought leader in health activation 
and engagement. We partner with 
organizations across the globe to 
create easy-to-use solutions that 
admins and users love. 

1,000+ B2B 
Clients

WHY MOVESPRING



150,000+
Over 150K challenges 
have been completed

1 Million+
Over one million users on 
the MoveSpring platform

Multiplatform
Optimized user experience on 
Web Application, iOS native 
app, and Android Native app
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iOS Native App Android Native App Web Application - Access via browser
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Device 
Integration 
Experts
Team of technical experts on wearables and 
device integrations with the industry 
leading devices.  

All of our integrations are built in-house and 
are part of our proprietary technology.  

We are not built on another platform (i.e. 
Validic)
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Best-in-class 
user experiences

• Our relentless focus on ease-of-use and a fun customer 
experience results in high engagement across clients.  

• Real-time syncing makes for a responsive and fresh 
experience every time you open the app.   

• Native mobile app is truly mobile, which makes syncing and 
interacting seamless 
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End users are 
our #1 fans
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Challenge Modes



Our challenges are designed to 
work for groups of various sizes 
and activity levels. Our elements of 
gamification and social motivation 
keeps users über engaged.

A variety of 
challenge 
modes

CHALLENGE MODES

https://movespring.com/challenges
https://movespring.com/resources/tour/challenges


Individual 
Competitive 
Challenges
Seeing your name at the top of 
a leaderboard is motivation 
enough for some users. These 
challenge modes are optimal 
for a competitive group.

CHALLENGE MODES



Intrinsic Motivation 
Challenges

Not all participants are marathon runners. For those 
who are focused on basic fitness, these modes 
boost healthy habits through fun, easy-to-maintain 
daily and long-term personal goals.

CHALLENGE MODES



Group & Team 
Challenges

Improve culture and unify participants from different 
offices, countries, and departments through these 
collaborative challenge modes.

CHALLENGE MODES



Engagement made easy



Tools to motivate 
and inspire

Our engagement tools provide education, insight, and 
social interaction alongside your challenges.

ENGAGEMENT MADE EASY

Creating a sense of 
community and social 
motivation is key to achieving 
success and engagement with 
your activity challenges. 

Chat with others

Upload videos, articles, and 
posts to educate users on a 
healthy lifestyle, provide 
announcements, and even 
promote other wellness 
benefits.

Customizable content

https://movespring.com/resources/tour/chat
https://youtu.be/UDozg9qYjP8


Use content for more than sharing 
articles. Leverage this versatile 
feature for announcements, 
benefits promotion, sponsorship 
opportunity and healthy lifestyle 
education.

The power of 
content

ENGAGEMENT MADE EASY

https://movespring.com/resources/tour/content


Select from hundreds of curated 
pieces that fall into three main 
categories: fitness, nutrition, and 
health. Each of these categories 
include subtopics such as 
exercise videos, mindfulness, 
diabetes and more. 

Save time with our 
content library

ENGAGEMENT MADE EASY

https://movespring.com/blog/supercharge-your-program-with-our-content-library-5c7a01d25ced0b51dd83d71b


Admin Center



Create a challenge group in less 
than 60 seconds. Monitor 
challenge progress, see group 
analytics, and manage 
participants.

Create & manage 
challenges

ADMIN CENTER



Easily filter, tag and manage users. 
Quickly identify people who haven't 
synced, connected a device, or are 
reporting a low level of activity or 
engagement. 

Option to add supplemental fields to 
filter and organize users by 
customizable categories, such as 
department, location or even 
conditions. 

User management

ADMIN CENTER



Download .CSV reports to see 
group performance & 
engagement, view data on 
individuals & teams, and track 
progress over time. 

Reporting & insight

ADMIN CENTER



We have a growing set of admin 
resources to help you plan 
challenges and boost participation.

Resources

ADMIN CENTER

PLAYBOOK
Step-by-step guidance on how to run a year of challenges.

REWARDS STRATEGY
Mini-rewards plan for each MoveSpring challenge type.

SIGN UP TEMPLATES
Easy-to-customize Word templates to hang up around the office.

ACHIEVEMENT GRAPHICS
Highlight participants with eye catching, customizable graphics.

https://www.dropbox.com/s/sdxy5o2vwx2wtm5/MoveSpring_Playbook_2019.pdf?dl=1
https://www.dropbox.com/s/ny0n0nq515rdaw9/MoveSpring_RewardsStrategy_2019.pdf?dl=1
https://www.dropbox.com/s/b5qio01nf269mo5/MoveSpring%20Sign%20Up%20Templates.zip?dl=1
https://www.dropbox.com/s/xkte4fndmcow9gd/MoveSpring%20Achievement%20Graphic%20Templates.zip?dl=1


In summary



Make fitness fun at 
your organization.

IN SUMMARY




